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ABSTRACT 
Results by Hoffman concerning uniformly tapered matrices which play a central 
part in the theory of ordinary majorization are extended to a generalized version of 
majorization, the so-called d-majorization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with vectors x = (x,, . . , x,,)~ E R” and 
stochastic matrices, i.e. n X n matrices S = (sij> with sij > 0 for i, j = 
1,2, . . , n, whose column sums are 1. A stochastic matrix S is called 
bistochastic if the same holds for its row sums, too. This is the case iff 
e = (1,. . , l)T is a fixed point of S. To simplify the writing, we introduce the 
vectors uj for j = 1,2,. . , n, whose first j components are 1 and all others 
are 0. Furthermore, consider 
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According to a well-known result by Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [3], for two 
vectors x,y E D(e) there exists a bistochastic matrix S with x = Sy iff 
xTuj < yTuj for j = 1,2,. . , n - 1 and xTu, = yTu,. Birkhoff [l] showed 
that an arbitrary bistochastic matrix is a convex linear combination of permu- 
tation matrices and vice versa. 
Guillemin [2] and Weinberg [ll] introduced a class of square matrices, 
which they called uniformly tapered, and characterized it by arithmetical 
conditions. Concerning these matrices, Hoffman [4] showed the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Consider x, y E D(e). One has xTuj < yTuj for j = 
1,2,. . , n - 1 and xTu, = yTu, $f there is a bistochastic uniformly ta- 
pered matrix R with x = Ry. 
Moreover he described the (convex) set of these matrices by indicating its 
extremals. 
Generalizing the theory of majorization established by Schur [S] et al. (see 
also the monograph by Marshall and Olkin [6]), Veinott [lo] introduced the 
so-called d-majorization, which was developed further by Uhlmann [9] as well 
as Ruth, Schranner, and Seligman [7], among others. 
With a view to an application within the field of physics, where the 
reference vector d (as mentioned before) is connected with heat 
capacities-symbolized as c in thermodynamics-we shall write c instead of 
d in the following. So, let c E (w” be a fixed vector with ci > 0 for 
i = 1,2, . . , n, and 
DEFINITION 1. Consider x, y E [w”. If there is a stochastic matrix S with 
c = SC and x = Sy, let us say that x is mre c-mixed than y (or y c-major&es 
x), symbolically x <c y. 
In [7] and 191 the result of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya was generalized: 
THEOREM 2. Consider x,y E D(c). x is more c-mixed than y ifi xTuj 
< yTuj forj = 1,2,. . , n - 1 and xTu, = yTu,. 
Now we shall extend the results of [4] to the d-majorization. For this 
purpose, in the next section a suitable convex set of stochastic matrices will 
be constructed by indicating its extremals, and an analog to Theorem 1 will 
be proved. Finally we shall give an explicit description of these matrices by 
means of arithmetical relations. 
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2. A GENERALIZATION OF HOFFMAN’S THEOREM 
We start with the construction of a special class of stochastic matrices. 
Let p be a partition of the (ordered) n-tuple (I, 2,. . , n>, written as 
p = (piI psi ... I pk) with pr := {i,_i + 1,. . . , it} for t = 1,2,. , k, i, := 0, 
and i, := n. Each of these partitions p will be assigned a stochastic n X n 
matrix R( p, c) = (rij) as follows: 
r., := '3 
i 
ci/CcI if i,jEp,foratE(l,..., k}, 
1CPt 
0 otherwise. 
To illustrate this definition let us consider n = 3 and p = (I, 2/3). Then we 
have 
R( P, c) = 
Cl Cl 
___ ___ 0 
Cl + 52 Cl + 62 
% cz ___ ___ 0 
Cl + c!2 Cl + c2 
0 0 1 . 
The set of these 2”: i matrices will be denoted by k(c). Then the convex 
hull S(c) := convS(c) is just the set we are looking for. 
THEOREM 3. Consider y E D(c). For x E R” one has x <c y and 
x E D(c) iff there is a wmtrix R E SF(C) with x = Ry. 
Proof. First we show sufficiency. First, let R = R( p, c> for a partition 
p,x=Ry,andl~i<j~n.Ifthereisatwithi~p,,andj~p,,then 
one has 
ri c1G p YI *j 
-=A =- 
Ci c la &Cl cj . 
If, however, i E p, and j E pt with s < t, we get 
xi c IE p Yl Yi 
-= 
Yi,_l+l CIEptYl 'j 
~~-~~ 
ci c I E &Cl ci, Ci,_,+1 &‘c =; 1 E p,Cl 
because y E D(c). 
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As a consequence, x E D(c). Due to the convexity of D(c), this is also 
true for an arbitrary R E L%‘(C). 
It is obvious that any R EL%‘(C) is stochastic and fulfils Rc = c. 
Thus-according to Definition l-we have x -c~ y. 
Now we show necessity. Consider 
K(y,c) := {x E O(c)Ix -CC y}. 
Since the set of stochastic matrices with fixed point c is convex and bounded, 
the same holds also for {x E R” 1 x -c~ y). In addition, D(c) is convex, and 
thus K(y, c), being the intersection of the two sets, is convex and bounded, 
too. It is therefore sufficient to show that for each extremal x of K(y, c) there 
is a partition p with x = R( p, c>y. We show the contraposition of this 
statement. 
Suppose that x E K(y, ) c cannot be represented as x = R( p, c>y. Be- 
cause c = R( p, c>y for p = (1, . . , n), then in particular x # c, and conse- 
quently 
I := {i E Nil < i < n, xi/ci > xi+l/ci+l} 
is not empty. For Z = {ii, i,, . . , ik_l} with i, < i, < -*- < i,-, we define 
p := ( pll pzl 0.. I pk) = (1,. . , i,(i, + 1,. , i,l*.. Ii,_, + 1,. . , n). 
Suppose xTuj = yTuj for all j E I, and thus 
xxi= Cyi for t=1,2 ,..., k. 
icp, i E P< 
For i, j E pt we have xi = ci(xj/cj>, and the summation over i E pt then 
yields 
“i = ‘j( i~iyi/~tci)’ 
i.e. x = R( p, C)Y, in contradiction to the assumption. Therefore there is an 
m E Z with xTu, < yTu,,. Now we set 
A := a := (Al, CA:= cc,, 
j‘zlz 
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“= cjlx,,+r/c,+r =“j/“j)> b:=lBl, cg:= ccj. 
jEB 
Suppose xTu. = yTuj is true for some j E A. Then, because xTuj_r < 
yru. J r, it fol ows I that xj > yj and 
‘k xj 
>Yi>k 
-=-/ , 
ck cj cj ck 
for k =j,j + l,.. .,m, 
i.e., xk 3 yk for k =j, j + 1,. , m. This, however, makes xTu, = y*u,, in 
contradiction to the choice of m. So xTuj < yTu. holds for all j E A. 
Suppose there is a j E B, j < m + b, with xkj = yTuj. For the smallest 
of these j we have xTuj_ 1 
because j < m -t- b, also 
< yTuj_r, from which it follows that xj > yj, and 
-LL>3,-, ‘j+l Yj+l 
‘j+l % % ‘j+l 
and thus xTuj+r > yTuj+r, which, according to Theorem 2, is a contradic- 
tion to x E K(y, c). Consequently, xTuj < yTuj holds for all j E B with 
j < m + b, too. 
Thus, there is an E > 0 which satisfies the following conditions: 
& < yruj - xruj foralljEAandalljEBwithj<m+b, 
x m-a x,-a+1 
&<CA --___ 
i C m-a Cm-a+1 i 
(if m--u>>), 
‘m+b xm+b+l 
--- 
‘m+b C m+b+l 
(if m + b < n). 
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With such an E we define the vectors v and w through 
uj := xj, for j@AUB, 
ci uj == xj + E-) ‘j 
CA 
wj := Xj - E-- 
CA 
for SEA, 
‘i v. :== x. - E- 
3 J 
CB 
wj := XJ + c”j 
CB 
for jEB. 
For j = m - a (if m - a > O), j = m, and j = m + b (if m + b < n) the 
relations 
v. vji 1 J>-- 
W. 
and 
wj+l 
La-- 
‘j ‘j+l ‘j ‘ji I 
are either equivalent to one of the last three conditions on E or satisfied 
because E > 0. For all other j, 1 <j < n, these relations are trivial. Hence 
v, w E D(c) holds. 
Furthermore, for j E A we have vTuj < xTuj + E 2 yTuj and wTuj < 
xruj < y?‘uj. 
For j E B with j < m + b one has vTuj < x”uj + E < y?‘uj and wTuj 
< xTuj < yTuj. On the other hand, if j < m - a or j > m + b, then 
vTuj = xTuj < yl‘uj; in particular vTu, = yru,, and analogously for w. 
From Theorem 2 then v, w E K(y, c) follows. Moreover, we see that v # x 
and x = (v + w)/2. Consequently, x cannot be an extremal of K(y, c). n 
For c = (1,. . . , 1j7 we obtain Theorem 1 from Theorem 3. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 we showed that any extremal x of K(y, c> = lx 
E D(c) 1 x <c y} can be described as x = R( p, c>y for a partition p. The 
reverse is also true, however. 
LEMMA. For any partition p, x = R( p, c)y is an extremal of K(y, c). 
proof. Let p = (pII*.. I pk) = (1,. . . , i,l.*. lik_l + 1,. . , n> and x = 
(v + w)/2 with v, w E K(y, c>. For any t, 1 < t < k, because x = R( p, c>y, 
we have CiEp,zi = Citp,yi. 
yrui, = x5$,; 
From v, w E K(y,c) it follows that vTuiI < 
analogously, wTul, =G XTUj,, and, because (v + wjTuil = 
2xrui , thereby the equality must hold. Hence one has Ci E Plvi = Ci E pt~i 
fort L l,...,k. 
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Let now {i, j} c pt for a t with 1 Q t < k. From 
1 vi + wi 
i 1 
xi 
5 Ci 
xj _ 1 I+ + wj 
=;=y-2 cj i I 
it follows in particular that ui/ci = uj/cj, because v, w E D(c). Summation 
over i E pt for a fured j E pt then yields 
c ci: = c y = c xi = c ci: 
isp, J i E P* isp, icf, J 
and, as a consequence, 9 = xj or v = x = w, i.e., x is an extremal of K(y, c>. 
n 
COROLLARY. The elements of L$C> are e&rem& of S?(c). 
Proof. If R = (S + T)/2 holds for R, S, T E k?(c), then it follows from 
the above lemma that Ry = Sy for all y E D(c), in particular for y = 
(ci, . . , cj, 0, . . . , O>r (j = 1, . . . , n). Hence we have R = S. n 
3. AN EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION OF 9’(c) 
In this section we shall describe 9’(c) by means of arithmetical relations, 
from which we can obtain again the description in the case c = (1,. . , ljT, 
stated in [4]. 
THEOREM 4. For a stochastic n X n matrix A = (aij> one has A Ed 
if and only if A satisfies the following conditions: 
al, a2.n a --<--_ . . . <<“, 
Cl c2 cn 
a.. 
IJ+ ai-l,j+i ‘i-1 j 
a. 
> 
I.)+1 ;+- for 1 < i <j < 12. (4 
ci ci-l ‘i-1 ci 
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REMARK. A matrix A (not necessarily stochastic) that satisfies (1) to (4) 
for c = (1,. . . , l)T as well as a,, > 0 is called uniformly tapered according 
to Guillemin [2] and Weinberg [Ill. Thus, it makes sense to term matrices 
satisfying the above conditions stochastic c-uniformly tapered matrices. 
Proof. It can easily be seen that R( p, c) satisfies (1) to (4) for any 
partition p. Then the same holds for any convex linear combination of such 
matrices, too. 
Now let A = (aij) be a stochastic n X n matrix satisfying (1) to (4). In 
addition we put c0 = c, + 1 := 1 and aij := aii for i E {0, n + 1) or 
j E {0, n + 1). Then the (n + 2) x (n + 2) matrix x constructed in this way 
is also stochastic and satisfies (1) for i,j = 0, 1,. , n + 1. Moreover, the 
condition (4) for A (i.e. for all i, j with 1 < i -< j < n> is equivalent to the 
inequalities (21, (31, (4), and uIn , > 0 for A, and has therefore been satisfied, 
too. 
First, we draw two conclusions from (1) and (4). One has 
aij > a. t.3+1 for 0 < i Gj G n. (5) 
For a fixed j < n (5) is trivial for .t = 0. Let 0 < i <j and ai- 1, j > ai_ I, j+ I. 
Then, because of ci_ I > 0, it holds 
ai-l,j 
2 
'i-l,j+l 
'i-1 ‘i-1 
An addition to (4) and multiplication by ci finally results in (5). Analogously, 
it can be shown by means of descending induction that 
aij > a, j-1 for l<j<i<n+l. (61 
Now we construct inductively natural numbers i, with 0 =: i, < i, < *.* < 
i,_ 1 < i, = n according to the following rule: 
2*+1 := m={i E Nlai,i, < f4,i,Cl) 
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For t = 0 this means 
21 ’ := max{i E NIO < uii}, 
from which the existence of ii as well as 0 < i, < n follows. 
Let i, already have been defined with 1 Q i, < n, and suppose that 
‘i, i, a ai i + 1 holds for i = O,l,..., n + 1. Due to the equality of the 
column sums, it can be deduced that a, i = ai i + 1 for i = 0, 1, . . ,n + 1, 
in particular for i = it_ I and i = it_ 1 f’ i. This,*however, results in 
ai _, it+1 * , ‘i _,,it =‘-< ait-i+l i , f %_,+1,i,+1 = 
‘i,-, ci,_, 'it_,+1 'i,-, + 1 
which is a contradiction to the maximality of i,. So i,, 1 exists, and from (5) 
and a,+, i =a,+, i+l = 0 it follows that i, < i,+l < n. This shows the 
correctness’ of the above rule. 
We set p = (1,. . , illi, + I,. . , i,J *a. lik_, + 1, , . . , n). 
If A = R( p, c), everything has been shown. So let A # R( p, c). From 
R( p, c> we form & = (rij) by way of analogous bordering. [In other words, 
we have R = R(p,d) for p = (011,. . . , ill a** jik_l + 1,. . , njn + 1) and 
d = (1, ci, . . , c,, l).] F orafixedtwithI~tgkletZ:=i,_,+l,m:=i,, 
and 
Cl ah 
at := - - - 
i 
al-l,, 
f-h Cl Cl-1 1, 
From the definition of i, it follows that ulm/cl > a,_ &cl_1 and thus 
(Y, > 0. Taking into account cl), the inequalities (5) yield 
Suppose crt = 1. Then al, = r,, and u,~ = rmr. If, however, I < j < m, 
then from (5) and (6) 
‘i ci ci 'i 
Uij 2 a. ,m = &-- > aml-- = 7;nl--- = rmi- = rim = r, 
CnI crrl C WI c WI ‘I 
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for i =l,...,j, and analogously, aij > rij for i = j + 1,. . , m follows. 
Because aij >/ 0 for all i and j, this yields aij > rij for 1 <j < m, 0 < i < n 
+ 1, and, due to the condition on the column sums, here actual equality 
holds. 
Since A f R( p, c) has been supposed, there will be an integer t, 1 < t < 
k, with at < 1, and it follows that 
0 < p := mh, at < 1. 
.\ 
Now we put 
B := &[A - PR( p,c)] 
and, as the next step, show that B = (bij) is stochastic and satisfies (1) to (4). 
For this purpose we put 
j-j := -1_(X - PR). 
1-P 
Then bij = aij holds for i E (0, n + 1) or j E {O, n + l}, i.e., we obtain B 
from B in the same way as A from A. 
Obviously B satisfies the condition on the column sums and (1). 
If, for fmed 1 and m with 1 < 1 < m < n, we have 
Tim+ r1-1 ,m+1 rl-1 m r1 m+l =-L+-L- 
cz Cl-1 Cl-1 Cl 
then the corresponding inequality (4) for B - can be deduced directly from that 
for A. If, however, 
Tim+ f-I-l,m+l rl-1 m rl m+l > -.-L+L 
Cl Cl-1 Cl-1 Cl 
then an integer t, 1 < t G k, with 1 = it_, + 1 and m = i,, must exist. In 
this case it follows from the definition of i, that 
al,>-L_ 
ai-1 m 
and 
%l,m+l al m+l =I (7) 
Cl cz-1 Cl-1 Cl 
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and the corresponding inequality (4) for g is equivalent to P Q at. Thus (4) - 
holds for B, and accordingly likewise (5) and (6); and from b, n + i = 0 we 
have bij > 0 for i, j = 0, 1, . . , n + 1. So B is stochastic and satisfies (1) to 
(4). 
If A satisfies an inequality (4) as a strict equality, then-because of 
(7)--the same holds for R and thus for B too. From p = ‘Y, for a t with 
1 < t Q k the following, however, can be deduced for 1 = i,_ 1 + 1 and 
m = i,: 
b 
-fil+ bl-l,,+l _ bl-l,, + bl,,+l 
c/ Cl-1 Cl-1 Cl 
but 
al,+ al-l,m+l kl,, >- + qm.1 
c/ Cl-1 Cl-1 Cl 
Hence B satisfies at least one more of the inequalities (4) with equality than 
X does. 
If B = R( pl, c> for a partition pi, everything has been shown. Otherwise 
we shall apply the construction just described to B. So we obtain (after 
renaming) a sequence of matrices Ai with 
A, := A, 
“%+l := & [Ai - PiR( Pi > c>] for iEN, 
with 0 < pi < 1 holding for all i. 
Since the number of inequalities (4) satisfied by Xi as equalities is strictly 
decreasing with increasing i, this process has to stop, i.e., there will be an 
s E N and a partition p, with A, = R( p,, c). Then A is a convex linear 
combination of R( pO, c), . . . , R( p,, c), i.e., A E 9(c). n 
We would like to conclude by mentioning that-with the help of the 
matrices examined here-interesting assertions can be made concerning the 
accessibility of states under dissipative Markov processes (see [5]). 
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